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ABSTRACT
With the emergence of voice assistants and large language mod-
els, conversational interaction with information has become part
of everyday life. The eighth edition of the search-oriented con-
versational AI (SCAI) workshop brings together practitioners and
researchers from various disciplines to discuss challenges and ad-
vances in conversational search systems. This year’s edition focuses
on evaluations beyond relevance and accuracy and looks at conver-
sational search from the user’s perspective. The workshop features
a shared task on user-centered evaluation datasets and metrics,
challenging participants to develop new and innovative ways to
evaluate conversational search systems while accounting for the
needs and preferences of users.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→ Users and interactive retrieval; Pre-
sentation of retrieval results; Evaluation of retrieval results.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the emergence of voice assistants and large language models,
conversational interaction with information has become part of
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everyday life. SCAI1 (Search-oriented Conversational Artificial In-
telligence), a full-day workshop, brings together and further grows
a community of researchers and practitioners interested in con-
versational systems for information access. In this eighth edition,
we shift the theme towards the user and focus on “Evaluation and
Metrics”. It is important to develop SCAI systems that are both
reliable and accurate and account for the full range of factors of a
successful and enjoyable conversation between human and agent.
For example, the third Strategic Workshop in Information Retrieval
in Lorne (SWIRL) [6] proposed that metrics should go beyond tra-
ditional measures and evaluate user-centered aspects such as user
engagement, fluency, and usefulness [1].

The workshop will feature informative and interactive elements:
In the morning, expert talks and discussion panels provide an entry
point for novice participants and allow participants to share and
discuss current research directions. In the afternoon, participants
of the SCAI Eval 2024 shared task will present their submissions.
SCAI Eval 20242 allows participants to engage in the topic ahead
of the workshop and targets both technical and conceptual aspects
of evaluation. The shared task presentations serve as a basis for
in-depth group discussions. The workshop outcomes are afterward
shared with the community in SIGIR forum.

We invite experts and prepare for discussions that approach
diverse topics related to conversational search with a human per-
spective:

• conversational search frameworks
• conversational analyses (e.g., speech acts, turn-taking)
• linguistic personalization in conversational search
• initiative-taking in conversations
• evaluation of conversational aspects beyond accuracy (e.g.,
fluency, politeness, entertainment)

• user simulation for conversational search
• fairness, transparency, and trust in conversational search
• conversational agents in society

The workshop is open to all participants, academics and industry
researchers, and we encourage novices to join. An introductory
talk will provide a comprehensive overview of the field, and panel
discussions will offer insights from leading experts.

1https://scai.info
2https://scai.info/scai-eval-2024/
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1.1 Academic Background
SCAI is one of the first and long-standing workshops dedicated
to conversational search, with previous editions at ICTIR (2017),
EMNLP (2018), WebConf (2019), IJCAI (2019), EMNLP (2020), inde-
pendently organized (2021) and at SIGIR (2022). Previous editions
of this workshop have already demonstrated the breadth and mul-
tidisciplinarity inherent in the design and development of conver-
sational search agents. The workshop is relevant to CHIIR since
conversational search is a well-established topic at the frontier of
information retrieval research and poses new challenges as an in-
teraction paradigm for the field of human-computer interaction.
Evaluation in conversational systems research traditionally relies
on established metrics, which gauge answer relevance and accu-
racy relative to a ground truth. These metrics encompass word
overlap-based measures like Exact Match, F1, BLEU, and ROUGE,
as well as embedding-based metrics such as Semantic Answer Sim-
ilarity (SAS) [11] and BERTScore [12], which excel at determining
the semantic similarity of outputs [11, 12]. Various studies eval-
uated the usefulness and reliability of both word overlap-based
[2, 8, 10] and embedding-based metrics [5, 8, 9]. However, these
metrics fail to produce a complete picture for evaluating conver-
sations as they do not measure the quality of an answer from a
human perspective. For example, aspects that the CHIIR commu-
nity focuses on, including fairness, transparency, fluency, ease of
understanding, and others, remain unaddressed in conventional
evaluation methods. Building on previous CHIIR workshops dedi-
cated to evaluation [3, 4], the SCAI workshop’s goal is to expand
the scope of evaluation for conversational search systems.

1.2 Expected Key Outcomes
With this workshop, we aim to:

• connect researchers working on diverse aspects of con-
versational search by creating a space for networking and
discussion,

• foster discussions of current challenges in conversational
systems such as testing and evaluating,

• collect and discuss datasets andmetrics for user-centered
evaluation of conversational systems beyond relevance and
accuracy in a shared task,

• identify promising directions for future work in the field
of conversational search, and

• share the key findings with the community in a SIGIR
forum article after the workshop.

1.3 Workshop Structure
The workshop will start with an introductory talk by an expert
in the field, followed by two interactive panel discussions with
SCAI experts. With the introductory talk, we ensure that novice
participants are able to follow the workshop actively. Two panel dis-
cussions with invited SCAI experts will focus on the challenges and
future directions of testing and evaluating conversational search
systems in practice. The audience will have the opportunity to ask
questions live, with question cards, or online. One member of the

organizing team will take notes during the panel discussions to
record the key outcomes in a SIGIR forum paper.

The workshop’s afternoon session will be dedicated to the shared
task and breakout groups. Participants in the shared task will be
invited to present their submissions in lightning talks. The three
submission categories of the shared task are datasets, aspect defini-
tions, and metrics for search-oriented conversational AI evaluation.
The barrier to submitting to the shared task is low – e.g., already
published resources are also welcome. The lightning talks intro-
duce everyone to each other and set the stage for the following
discussions. As for the QPP++ Workshop at ECIR 2023 [7], we will
have participants vote on topics from the workshop and then assign
participants in two 30-minute sessions to breakout groups on the
most-voted topics. The discussion results are then summarized by
the participants in a plenary roundtable discussion. The voting
gives participants the opportunity to choose the topics that are
most interesting and relevant to them. The afternoon sessions thus
aim to be a valuable opportunity for participants to learn from each
other, share their insights and ideas, and contribute to the advance-
ment of conversational search system evaluation while making
meaningful connections with other experts in the field.

To make the workshop accessible to a wider audience, we plan to
host the morning session and the shared task talks as a hybrid event.
Those attending online should be able to watch the talks and panel
discussions live and ask questions using a chat feature. Previous
editions of SCAI have successfully used an online (SCAI’2021) or
hybrid (SCAI’2022) setup, and it has been shown that a hybrid
format makes the workshop more inclusive and engaging.

1.4 Organizers
Alexander Frummet (Universität Regensburg): Alexander is a
final-year PhD student at the University of Regensburg. His research
focuses on domain-specific conversational search with publications
at CHIIR and TOIS.

Johannes Kiesel (Bauhaus-Universität Weimar): Johannes is
a senior researcher at the Webis group. He is now co-organizing
his eighth shared task (six as the main organizer). The two shared
tasks for which he was the main organizer at SemEval attracted
42 and 39 teams, respectively. He was co-organizer of the Touché
workshop at CLEF since 2022 and is its main organizer for 2024. He
is paper chair for the CUI conference in 2024.

Maik Fröbe (Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena): Maik is a
PhD student at the Webis group with research interests in informa-
tion retrieval. He has co-organized the Touché shared task since
2020 and the SCAI shared task since 2021. He is an active developer
of TIRA, which improved the reproducibility of a number of shared
tasks and has an archive of more than 500 research prototypes.

Andrea Papenmeier (University of Twente): Andrea is an As-
sistant Professor at the University of Twente. Her research focuses
on user-centered search, including conversational search, and user-
centered AI systems with publications at CHI, DIS, CHIIR and in
ToCHI.
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